
This award is given at the discretion of the

Board of Directors’ Chair and the Awards

Task Force to an individual(s), posthumous

or living, organization(s) or a business(es)

that demonstrate exemplary stewardship of

history through service, philanthropy,

research or actions for the long-term

benefit of the York County community. The

Chair’s Award represents the highest honor

at the York County History Center.

DENNIS BRANDT

2021-2022 ANNUAL AWARDS HONOREES

CHAIR'S AWARD

FRIENDS OF

LEBANON

CEMETERY

HERITAGE PROFILE

AWARD

The Heritage Profile Award recognizes

individuals who have made a lasting or

significant contribution in interpreting,

promoting, researching and/or otherwise 

 extending the knowledge, preservation and

understanding of the history of York

County. Individuals to be considered include

those living or deceased who have

demonstrated evidence of long-term

dedication and personal commitment in

pursuit of these goals.

RICHARD LEHR AND

ALBERT SHAFFER

(POSTHUMOUS)

LILA FOURHMAN-

SHAULL SPIRIT  AWARD

This recognition is given periodically to an

individual or individuals whose work in

history inspires and moves others to engage

in historical research, programs or events.

Individuals receiving this award

demonstrate relationship building with

communities and people. Eligible candidates

may be volunteers, community members or

History Center staff.



This award is accorded to a business that

endeavors to preserve history within the York

County region in the areas of company history,

building preservation, philanthropy or other

involvement with celebrating the past for the

benefit of the community, or which develops in its

current business an extraordinary example of

innovation that contributes to York County’s

historic value of ingenuity in business and industry.

PROSPECT HILL

CEMETERY

2021-2022 ANNUAL AWARDS HONOREES

BUSINESS

NORTH EASTERN

YORK COUNTY

HISTORY IN

PRESERVATION

LOCAL HISTORICAL

ORGANIZATION

The Local Historical Organization award recognizes

those associations or organizations whose activity

in local and regional history serves as a role model

of excellence for others to follow. The award is

specifically reserved for those

associations/organizations associated with local

historical efforts that are deemed to have made a

significant contribution in preserving, interpreting,

promoting, researching or otherwise extending

knowledge and understanding of the history of

their locality, county or region within York County.

TREES

FOR THE TRAIL

GOVERNMENT/CIVIC

ORGANIZATION

The Government/Civic Award recognizes

outstanding contributions to the understanding

and promotion of local history by municipalities

without historical organizations. Advancement of

historical activities may include community

celebrations, commemorative publications,

audiovisual materials, historical interpretation,

archival development and community service.

COMMUNITY HERITAGE AWARDS


